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Abstract
Consider a distributed network with nodes arranged in a tree and each node having a local value. We
formulate an aggregation problem as the problem of aggregating values (e.g. summing values) from all
nodes to the requesting nodes in the presence of writes. The goal is to minimize the total number of
messages exchanged. The key challenges are to define a notion of “acceptable” aggregate values, and to
design algorithms with good performance that are guaranteed to produce such values. We formalize the
acceptability of aggregate values in terms of certain consistency guarantees. The aggregation problem
admits a spectrum of solutions that trade off between consistency and performance. We propose a leasebased aggregation mechanism as a design point in this spectrum, and evaluate algorithms based on this
mechanism in terms of consistency and performance. With regard to consistency, we generalize the
definitions of strict and causal consistency, traditionally defined for distributed shared memory, for the
aggregation problem. We show that any lease-based algorithm provides strict consistency in sequential
executions, and causal consistency in concurrent executions. With regard to performance, we propose an
online lease-based algorithm, and show that, for sequential executions, the algorithm is 25 -competitive
against an optimal offline lease-based algorithm, and 5-competitive against an optimal offline algorithm
that provides strict consistency. The key highlight of the results is the design of an online algorithm that
effectively reduces the analysis to reasoning about a pair of neighboring nodes.
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1 Introduction
Information aggregation is a basic building block in many large-scale distributed applications such as system
management [12, 20, 25], service placement [11, 26], data sharing and caching [17, 22, 23, 28], file location [9], grid resource monitoring [8], network monitoring [15], collecting readings from sensors [14, 16],
multicast tree formation [5, 18, 19], and naming and request routing [6, 7]. Many generic aggregation
frameworks [8, 19, 27] proposed for building such distributed applications allow scalable information aggregation by forming one or more aggregation trees or hierarchies with machines as nodes, and by using an
aggregation function at each node to summarize the information from the nodes in the associated subtree.
Unfortunately, most of the existing aggregation frameworks use a static aggregation strategy that propagates the new aggregate values on writes to a certain set of nodes, and information is aggregated from
those nodes on reads. A static aggregation strategy may perform well for some workloads, but poorly for
others. An aggregation strategy tuned for read-dominated workloads is likely to consume high bandwidth
when applied to write-dominated workloads. For example, in Astrolabe [19], on writes, the new aggregate
values are propagated to all nodes so that the read requests at any node can be satisfied locally. Conversely,
a strategy tuned for write-dominated workloads is likely to suffer from unnecessary latency or imprecision
on read-dominated workloads. For example, in MDS-2 [8], no aggregation is performed on writes, but the
information is aggregated on reads. Furthermore, different nodes may exhibit activity at different times.
Therefore, a static aggregation strategy is not suitable for a generic aggregation framework.
SDIMS [27] proposes a hierarchical aggregation framework with a flexible API that allows applications
to control the update propagation, and hence, the aggregation aggressiveness of the system. SDIMS provides
knobs that an application needs to tune in advance. Though SDIMS exposes such flexibility to applications,
it requires applications to know the read and write access patterns a priori to choose an appropriate strategy.
In this work, we consider a distributed network with nodes arranged in a tree and each node having
a local value. We formulate the aggregation problem (formally defined in Section 2) as the problem of
aggregating values (e.g., computing min, max, sum, or average) from all the nodes to the requesting nodes
in the presence of writes. The goal is to minimize the total number of messages exchanged. The main
challenges are to define acceptable aggregate values, and to design algorithms with good performance that
produce acceptable aggregate values. There is a spectrum of solutions that trade off between consistency
and performance. We introduce a lease-based mechanism for aggregation algorithms as a design point in
this spectrum. The notion of a lease used in our mechanism is a generalization of that used in SDIMS.
Informally, a lease from a node u to its neighboring node v works as follows. Let the removal of (u, v)
yields two trees, subtree(u, v) is defined to be one of the trees that contains u. Once the node u establishes
a lease to v, then, on a write at any node in subtree(u, v), u propagates the new aggregate value to v. A
lease-based aggregation algorithm can dynamically adapt propagation of the updated aggregate value on a
write, by setting and breaking leases appropriately.
We evaluate the lease-based aggregation algorithms in terms of consistency and performance. In terms of
consistency, we generalize the notions of strict and causal consistency, traditionally defined for distributed
shared memory [24, Chapter 6], for the aggregation problem. We show that any lease-based algorithm
provides strict consistency for sequential executions, and causal consistency for concurrent executions.
In terms of performance, we analyze the lease-based algorithms in the competitive analysis framework
[4]. In this framework, we compare the cost of an online algorithm with respect to an optimal offline
algorithm. An online aggregation algorithm executes each request without any knowledge of the future
requests. On the other hand, an offline aggregation algorithm has knowledge of all the requests in advance.
An online algorithm is c-competitive if, for any request sequence σ, the cost incurred by the online algorithm
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in executing σ is at most c times that incurred by an optimal offline algorithm.
As is typical in the competitive analysis of distributed algorithms [2, 3], we focus on sequential executions. In this paper we present an online lease-based aggregation algorithm RWW which, for sequential
executions, is 25 -competitive against an optimal offline lease-based aggregation algorithm. Briefly, RWW
works as follows. The algorithm RWW sets the lease from u to v during the execution of a request for
the aggregate value at a node in subtree(v, u), and breaks the lease after two consecutive write requests at
a node in subtree(u, v). To show the upper bound result, we use a potential function argument. We also
show that the result is tight by providing a matching lower bound. Further, we show that, for sequential
executions, RWW is 5-competitive against an optimal offline algorithm that provides strict consistency.
The key highlight of the results is the design of the lease-based mechanism and RWW that effectively
reduces the analysis to reasoning about a pair of neighboring nodes. This reduction allows us to formulate a
linear program of small size, independent of tree size, for the competitive analysis of RWW.
Related Work. Various aggregation frameworks have been proposed in literature such as SDIMS [27],
Astrolabe [19], and MDS [8]. SDIMS is a hierarchical aggregation framework that utilizes DHT trees to
aggregate values. SDIMS provides a flexible API that allows applications to decide how far the updates to
the aggregate value due to the writes should be propagated. Astrolabe is an information management system
that builds a single logical aggregation tree over a given set of nodes. Astrolabe propagates all updates to the
aggregate value due to the writes to all the nodes, hence, allows all the reads to be satisfied locally. MDS-2
also forms a spanning tree over all the nodes. MDS-2 does not propagate updates on the writes, and each
request for an aggregate value requires all nodes to be contacted.
There are some similarities between our lease-based aggregation algorithm and prior caching work. In
CUP [21], Roussopoulos and Baker propose a second-chance algorithm for caching objects along the routing
path. The algorithm removes a cached object after two consecutive updates are propagated to the remote
locations due to the writes on that object at the source. The second-chance algorithm has been evaluated
experimentally, and shown to provide good performance. In the distributed file allocation [3], Awerbuch et
al. consider replication algorithm for a general network. In their algorithm, on a read, the requested object is
replicated along the path from the destination to the requesting node. On a write, all copies are deleted except
the one at the writing node. Awerbuch et al. showed that their distributed algorithm has poly-logarithmic
competitive ratio for the distributed caching problem against an optimal centralized offline algorithm.
The concept of time-based leases has been proposed in literature to maintain consistency between the
cached copy and the source. This kind of leases has been applied in many distributed applications such as
replicated file systems [13] and web caching [10].
Ahamad et al. [1] gave the formal definition of causal consistency for distributed message passing system. The key difference between their setup and ours is in reading one value compared to aggregating values
from all the nodes.
Organization. In Section 2, we introduce definitions and aggregation problem statements. Section 3
defines the class of lease-based aggregation algorithms, and establishes certain properties of such algorithms.
In Section 4, we present our online lease-based aggregation algorithm RWW, and establish bounds on the
competitive ratio of RWW with respect to sequential executions. In section 5, we establish that any leasebased algorithm including RWW is causally consistent with respect to arbitrary concurrent executions.

2 Preliminaries
Consider a finite set of nodes (i.e., machines) arranged in a tree network T with reliable FIFO communication channels between neighboring nodes. We are also given an aggregation operator ⊕ that is commutative,
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associative, and has an identity element 0. For convenience, we write, x⊕y⊕z as ⊕(x, y, z). For the sake
of concreteness in this paper, we assume that the local value associated with each node is a real value, and
the domain of ⊕ is also real.
The aggregate value over a set of nodes is defined as ⊕ computed over the local values of all the nodes
in the set. That is, the aggregate value over a set of nodes {v1 , . . . , vk } is ⊕(v1 .val , . . . , vk .val ), where
vi .val is the local value of the node vi . The global aggregate value is defined as the aggregate value over
the set of all the nodes in the tree T .
A request is a tuple (node, op, arg, retval ), where node is the node where the request is initiated, op
is the type of the request, either combine or write, arg is the argument of the request (if any), and retval
is the return value of the request (if any). To execute a write request, an aggregation algorithm takes the
argument of the request and updates the local value at the requesting node. To execute a combine request,
an aggregation algorithm returns the global aggregate value at the requesting node. In the case of multiple
writes at a node, the constraints on the returned global aggregate value is specified later in the paper.
The aggregation problem is to execute a given sequence of requests with the goal of minimizing the total
number of messages exchanged among nodes. For any aggregation algorithm A and any request sequence σ,
we define CA (σ) as the total number of messages exchanged among nodes in executing σ by A. An online
aggregation algorithm A is c-competitive if for all request sequences σ and an optimal offline aggregation
algorithm B, CA (σ) ≤ c · CB (σ).
We say T is in quiescent state if (1) there is no pending request at any node; (2) there is no message
in transit across any edge; and (3) no message is sent until the next request is initiated. In short, T is in
quiescent state if there is no activity in T until the next request is initiated.
In a sequential execution of a request, the request is initiated in a quiescent state and is completed when
T reaches another quiescent state. In a sequential execution of a request sequence σ, every request q in σ is
executed sequentially. In a concurrent execution of a request sequence, a new request can be initiated and
executed while another request is being executed.
We refer to the aggregation problem in which the given request sequence is executed sequentially as
sequential aggregation problem.
The aggregation function f is defined over a set of real values or over a set of write requests. For a set A
of real values x1 , . . . , xm , f (A) is defined as ⊕(x1 , . . . , xm ). For a set A of write requests q1 , . . . , qm , f (A)
is defined as f (A) = ⊕(q1 .arg, . . . , qm .arg).
For a request q in request sequence σ, let A(σ, q) be the set of the most recent writes preceding q in σ
corresponding to each of the nodes in T . We say that an aggregation algorithm provides strict consistency in
executing σ if any combine request q in σ returns f (A(σ, q)) as the global aggregate value at q.node. Note
that this definition of strict consistency for an aggregation algorithm is a generalization of the traditional
definition of strict consistency for distributed shared memory systems (for further details, see [24, Chapter
6]).
We define an aggregation algorithm to be nice if the algorithm provides strict consistency for sequential
executions.
The set of all nodes in tree T is represented by nodes(T ). For any edge (u, v), removal of (u, v) yields
two trees, subtree(u, v) is defined to be one of the trees that contains u.

3 Lease-based algorithms
In Figure 1, we present a mechanism for any lease-based aggregation algorithm. The underlined function
calls represent stubs for policy decisions of lease setting and breaking.
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node u
var taken[] : array[v1 , . . . , vk ] of boolean;
granted[] : array[v1 , . . . , vk ] of boolean;
aval[] : array[v1 , . . . , vk ] of real; val : real;
uaw : set {int}; pndg : set {node};
snt[] : array[v1 , . . . , vk ] of set {node};
upcntr : int; sntupdates : set {{node, int, int}};
begin
true → {combine}
oncombine(u);
foreach v ∈ tkn() do
uaw [v] := ∅; od
if u ∈
/ pndg →
if nbrs() \ tkn() = ∅ →
return gval();
 nbrs() \ tkn() 6= ∅ →
sendprobes(u);
snt[u] := nbrs() \ tkn(); fi fi
true → {write q}
val := q.arg;
if grntd() 6= ∅ →
id := newid();
forwardupdates(u, id); fi
 rcv probe() from w →
probercvd(w);
foreach v ∈ tkn() \ {w} do
uaw [v] := ∅; od
if w ∈
/ pndg →
if nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} = ∅ →
sendresponse(w);
 nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} 6= ∅ →
sendprobes(w);
snt[w] := nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}}; fi fi
 rcv response(x, flag) from w →
responsercvd(flag, w);
aval[w] := x;
taken[w] := flag;
foreach v ∈ pndg do
snt[v] := snt[v] \ {w};
if snt[v] = ∅ →
pndg := pndg \ {v};
if v = u →
return gval();
 v 6= u →
sendresponse(v); fi fi od
 rcv update(x, id) from w →
updatercvd(w);
aval[w] := x;
uaw [w] := uaw [w] ∪ id;
if grntd() \ {w} 6= ∅ →
nid = newid();
sntupdates := sntupdates ∪ {w, id, nid};
forwardupdates(w, nid);
 grntd() \ {w} = ∅ →
forwardrelease(); fi
 rcv release(S) from w →
releasercvd(w);
granted[w] := false;
onrelease(w, S);
end

procedure sendprobes(node w)
pndg := pndg ∪ {w};
foreach v ∈ nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ sntprobes() ∪ {w}} do
send probe() to v; od
procedure forwardupdates(node w, int id)
foreach v ∈ grntd() \ {w} do
send update(subval(v), id) to v; od
procedure sendresponse(node w)
if (nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} = ∅) →
granted[w] := setlease(w); fi
send response(subval(w), granted[w]) to w;
boolean isgoodforrelease(node w)
return (grntd() \ {w} = ∅);
procedure onrelease(node w, set S)
Let id is the smallest id in S;
foreach v ∈ tkn() \ {w} do
Let A be the set of tuples α in sntupdates
such that α.node = v and α.sntid ≥ id;
Let β be a tuple in A
such that β.rcvid ≤ α.rcvid, for all α in A;
Let S ′ be the set of ids in uaw [v] with ids ≥ β.rcvid;
uaw [v] := S ′ ;
if isgoodforrelease(v) →
releasepolicy(v); fi od
forwardrelease();
procedure forwardrelease()
foreach v ∈ tkn() do
if isgoodforrelease(v) →
if taken[v] ∧ breaklease(v) →
taken[v] := false;
send release(uaw [v]) to v;
uaw [v] := ∅; fi fi od
int newid()
upcntr := upcntr + 1;
return upcntr ;
real gval()
x := val;
foreach v ∈ nbrs() do
x := f (x, aval[v]); od
return x;
real subval(node w)
x := val;
foreach v ∈ nbrs() \ {w} do
x := f (x, aval[v]); od
return x;
set nbrs()
return the set of neighboring nodes;
set tkn()
return {v | v ∈ nbrs() ∧ taken[v] = true};
set grntd()
return {v | v ∈ nbrs() ∧ granted[v] = true};
set sntprobes()
return {snt[v1 ] ∪ · · · ∪ snt[vk ]};

Figure 1: Mechanism for any lease-based algorithm. For the node u, {v1 , . . . , vk } is the set of neighboring
nodes.
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Initially, for any node u, u.val := 0, u.uaw := ∅, u.pndg := ∅, u.upcntr := 0, u.sntupdates := ∅. For
each node v in u.nbrs(), u.taken[v] := false, u.granted [v] := false, u.aval [v] := 0, and u.snt[v] := ∅.

3.1

Informal Overview

The status of the leases for an edge (u, v) is given by two boolean variables u.taken[v] and u.granted [v].
Node u believes that the lease from v to u is set if and only if u.taken[v] holds. Also, u believes that the
lease from u to v is set if and only if u.granted [v] holds. Initially, for any two neighboring nodes u and v,
u.granted [v] does not hold.
The local value at u is stored in u.val . For each neighbor vi of u, u.aval [vi ] represents the aggregate
value computed over the set of nodes in subtree(vi , u). The following kinds of messages are sent by a
lease-based algorithm: probe, response, update, and release.
The variable sntupdates is a set of tuples, where each tuple represents forwarded update messages
corresponding to a received update message. Each tuple consists of three elements, node, rcvid , and sntid .
The first element, node, identifies the node from which the update message is received. The second element,
rcvid , is the identifier of the received update message, and the last element, sntid , is the identifier of the
corresponding sent update messages.
Informally, for any node u, a lease from a node u to its neighboring node v works as follows. If
u.granted [v] holds then, on a write request at any node in subtree(u, v), u propagates the new aggregate
value to v by sending an update message. To break the lease (that is, to falsify u.granted [v]), a release()
message is sent from v to u. On the other hand, if u.granted [v] does not hold then, on a combine request
at any node in subtree(v, u), a probe() message is sent from v to u. As a result, a response message is sent
from u to v.

3.2

Properties of any lease-based algorithm for sequential executions

We define a lease graph G(Q) in a quiescent state Q, as a directed graph with nodes as the nodes in T , and
for any edge (u, v) in T such that u.granted [v] holds, there is a directed edge (u, v) in G(Q).
For any two distinct nodes u and v, we define the u-parent of v as the parent of v in tree T rooted at u.
Lemma 3.1 For a sequential execution of a request sequence, in any quiescent state, for any two neighboring nodes u and v, u.taken[v] = v.granted [u].
Proof. Consider any node v in u.nbrs(). Variable u.taken[v] can be set to true from false only in Line 3
of T4 if the flag in the received response message is true. However, while sending the response message
from v to u with flag set to true, v.granted [u] is set to true in sendresponse().
While sending a release message from u to v, u.taken[v] is falsified in forwardrelease(). However, on
receiving the release message at v, v.granted [u] is falsified in Line 2 of T6 .

Lemma 3.2 For a sequential execution of a request sequence, in any quiescent state, for any node u and
any node v in u.nbrs(), if u.granted [v] then, for all nodes w in u.nbrs() \ {v}, u.taken[w] holds.
Proof. By inspection of code, u.granted [v] can be set to true only in the procedure sendresponse(). By
inspection of code of sendresponse(), u.granted [v] can be set to true only if u.nbrs() \ {u.tkn() ∪ {v}} =
∅. That is, u.granted [v] can be set to true only if, for all nodes w in u.nbrs() \ {v}, u.taken[w] holds.
Further, by inspection of code, u.taken[w] is set false only in the procedure forwardrelease(). By
inspection of code of forwardrelease(), u.taken[w] can be set to false only if, for all nodes v in u.nbrs() \
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{w}, u.granted [v] is false. That is, for any node v in u.nbrs(), if u.granted [v] holds then, for any node w
in u.nbrs() \ {v}, u.taken[w] is not falsified.

Lemma 3.3 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm. For any
combine request q in σ, initiated at node u in a quiescent state Q, let A be the set of nodes v such that
v.granted [w] does not hold in Q, where w is the u-parent of v. In Q, for any node v in T , if v.pndg = ∅
and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] = ∅, then, during the execution of q, (1) |A| probe messages are
sent, and any node v in A receives a probe message from the u-parent of v; (2) |A| response messages are
sent; any node v in A sends a response message to the u-parent of v; (3) no update or release messages
are sent.
Proof. We prove part (1) by induction on the length of the path from u to any node v in A.
Base case (path length 1). By inspection of code of T1 , probe messages are sent to all nodes in u.nbrs()\
{u.tkn() ∪ u.sntprobes() ∪ {u}}. Since in the quiescent state Q, for any node v in T and any node w in
v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] = ∅, u.sntprobes() = ∅. Hence, a probe message is sent to any node v in u.nbrs() such
that u.taken[v] does not hold. By Lemma 3.1, in Q, u.taken[v] = v.granted [u]. Hence, any node v in A
such that v is in u.nbrs() and v.granted [u] does not hold, receives a probe message from u.
Induction hypothesis. Any node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is i receives a probe
message from the u-parent of v.
Induction step. Consider a node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is (i + 1). Let the
u-parent of v is w. By the definition of A, v.granted [w] does not hold in Q. Hence, by Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.2, w.granted [u-parent of w] does not hold in Q. Thus, w is in A, and by induction hypothesis w
receives a probe message from w′ . By inspection of code of T3 , w sends a probe message to any node w′
in w.nbrs() such that w.taken[w′ ] does not hold. Since w.taken[v] does not hold and the communication
channels are reliable, v receives a probe message from w, the u-parent of v.
From above arguments, during the execution of q at least |A| probe messages are sent. By the inspection
of code, any node v in A ∪ {u} does not send any probe message to any node in v.tkn() \ {u-parent of v}.
And so, it is straightforward to see that any node v in nodes(T ) \ A does not receive any probe message.
Hence, during the execution of q only |A| probe messages are sent.
We prove part (2) by reverse induction on the length of the path from u to any node v in A. Let the
maximum length of the path from u to any node v in A be l .
Base case. Consider a node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is l . By part (1), v
receives a probe message from w, the u-parent of v. In the quiescent state Q, let B be v.nbrs() \ {v.tkn() ∪
{u-parent of v}}. By Lemma 3.1, B must be ∅, otherwise, there would be a node in A with the length of
the path from u equal to l + 1. By inspection of code of T3 , if B is empty, then v sends back a response
message to w.
Induction hypothesis. Let any node v in A with the length of path from u equal to i, sends a response
message to the u-parent of v.
Induction step. Consider a node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is i − 1. Since v is
in A, i − 1 must be greater than 0. In Q, let B be v.nbrs() \ {v.tkn() ∪ {u-parent of v}}.
By part (1), v receives a probe message from the u-parent of v. By given condition, in Q, v.sntprobes()
is empty. By inspection of code of T3 , if B is empty, then v sends a response message back to the u-parent
of v. Hence, the induction step succeeds.
Otherwise, v sends probe messages to each of the node in B, and sets v.pndg = {u-parent of v} and
v.snt[u-parent of v] = B. Since we are dealing with sequential execution, no node initiates any request
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during the execution of q. And so, v does not initiates any request or receives a probe message during the
execution of q. Hence, v.pndg ≤ 1.
By Lemma 3.1 and definition of A, any node in B is also present in A. Further, the length of the path
from u to any node in B is i. Hence, by induction hypothesis, any node w in B sends a response message to
v. By inspection of code of T4 , on receiving the response message, v removes w from v.snt[u-parent of v].
If v.snt[u-parent of v] becomes empty, then v sets v.pndg = ∅, and sends a response message to the
u-parent of v. Hence, the induction step succeeds.
(3) Follows from the inspection of code.

Lemma 3.4 For any sequential execution of a request sequence σ, in any quiescent state, for any node u,
(1) u.pndg = ∅; (2) for any node v in u.nbrs(), u.snt[v] = ∅;
Proof. We prove by induction on the number of requests executed.
Base case: Initially, for any node v, v.pndg = ∅ and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] = ∅.
Induction hypothesis: In the quiescent state Q just after execution of i requests, for any node v, v.pndg =
∅ and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] = ∅.
Induction step: Consider the execution (i + 1)st request q initiated in Q. If q is a write request, then by
inspection of code, no probe or response message are generated. Hence, for any node v, v.pndg and any
node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] are not modified. Therefore, the execution of (i + 1)st request preserves the
claim of the lemma.
Otherwise, q is a combine request, say at u. Consider execution of q. Let A be the set of nodes v such
that v.granted [w] does not hold at Q, where w = u-parent of v.
By hypothesis, in Q, for any node v, v.pndg = ∅ and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] = ∅.
First, consider any node v in nodes(T ) \ {A ∪ {u}}. By inspection of code, for any node v, v.pndg
and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] can be modified only in T1 (on a combine request at v), in T3 (on
receiving a probe message), or in T4 (on receiving a response message). In sequential execution of σ, v
does not initiate any request during the execution of q. By Lemma 3.3, during the execution of q, any node
in A receives a probe message, and only |A| probe messages are sent. Hence, v does not receive any probe
message during the execution of q. By definition of A, u-parent of any node in A is in A ∪ {u}. By Lemma
3.3, during the execution of q, |A| response messages are generated and any node in A sends a response
message to the u-parent of the node. Hence, v does not receive any response message during the execution
of q. Hence, v.pndg and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] remain unchanged, that is, ∅, during the
execution of q.
Second, consider v = u. By inspection of code of T1 , if u.nbrs() \ u.tkn() = ∅, then u returns gval (),
and so, u.pndg and for any node w in u.nbrs(), u.snt[w] remain unchanged, that is, remain ∅. Further, by
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, |A| = ∅. Hence, from the arguments in the previous paragraph, induction step
succeeds, and the lemma follows.
Otherwise, if u.nbrs() \ u.tkn() 6= ∅. Then, since u.sntprobes() = ∅ by induction hypothesis, u
sends a probe message to each of the node in the set u.nbrs() \ u.tkn(), and u adds u to u.pndg and sets
u.snt[u] = nodes.nbrs() \ u.tkn(). Since in a sequential execution, a new request can be generated only in
a quiescent state, no node generates any request until q is completed. Hence, u does not generate any request
until q is completed, and by Lemma 3.3, u does not receive any probe message from any node. Therefore,
|u.pndg| ≤ 1. By definition of A, any node w in u.nbrs() \ u.tkn() is also in A. By Lemma 3.3, w sends
back a response message to u. By inspection of code of T4 , on receiving the response message, u removes
w from u.snt[u]. When u.snt[u] = ∅, that is, u has received response messages from all the nodes to whom
u has sent a probe message, then, u sets u.pndg = ∅, and returns gval ().
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Finally, consider any node v in A. By Lemma 3.3, v receives a probe message from the u-parent of v,
say w. Let C be v.nbrs() \ {v.tkn() ∪ {w}}. By inspection of code of T3 , if C = ∅, then v sends a response
message to w, and v.pndg and for any node w′ in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w′ ] remains unchanged, that is, remains
∅.
Otherwise, if C 6= ∅. Then, since v.sntprobes() = ∅, v sends a probe message to each of the node in C.
By inspection of code of T3 , while sending a probe messages, v adds w to v.pndg and sets v.snt[w] = C.
As argued in the preceding paragraph, in a sequential execution, |v.pndg| ≤ 1. By Lemma 3.3, any node w′
in C sends back a response message to v. By inspection of code of T4 , on receiving the response message,
v removes w′ from v.snt[v]. When v.snt[w] = ∅, that is, v has received response messages from all the
nodes in C, then, w sets v.pndg = ∅, and sends a response message back to w.
Hence, after execution of q, for any node v in A, v.pndg = ∅ and for any node w in v.nbrs(), v.snt[w] =
∅.

Lemma 3.5 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm. For any
write request q in σ initiated at node u in a quiescent state Q, let A be the set of nodes in T reachable
from u in G(Q). Then, during the execution of q, (1) any node v in A receives an update message from the
u-parent of v; (2) |A| update messages are sent; and (3) no probe or response messages are sent.
Proof. (1) We prove by induction on the length of the path from u to any node v in A.
Base case (path length 1). By the inspection of code of T2 , update messages are sent to all nodes in
u.grntd (). That is, an update is sent to any node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is 1.
Induction hypothesis. Any node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is i, receives an
update message from the u-parent of v.
Induction step. Consider a node v in A such that the length of the path from u to v is (i+1). By induction
hypothesis, the u-parent of v, say w, receives an update message. By definition of A, w.granted [v] holds.
By inspection of code of T5 , w sends an update message to v. Since the communication channels are
reliable, v receives an update message from w, the u-parent of v.
(2) From above arguments, at least |A| update messages are sent. By the inspection of code, any node
v in A ∪ {u} does not send any update message to any node in v.nbrs() \ {v.grntd () ∪ {u-parent of v}}.
And so, it is straightforward to see that any node v in nodes(T ) \ A does not receive any update message.
Hence, during the execution of q only |A| probe messages are sent.
(3) Follows from the inspection of code.

Lemma 3.6 For any node u, u.granted [v] is set to true only while sending a response message to v with
flag set to true.
Proof. For any node u, u.granted [v] can be set to true only in sendresponse procedure. By the inspection
of code, the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.7 For any node u, u.granted [v] is set to false only on receiving a release message from v.


Proof. Follows from the inspection of code.

For any request sequence σ and any ordered pair of neighboring nodes (u, v), we define σ(u, v) as follows: (1) σ(u, v) is a subsequence of σ; (2) for any write request q in σ such that q.node is in subtree(u, v),
q is in σ(u, v); and (3) for any combine request q in σ such that q.node is in subtree(v, u), q is in σ(u, v).
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Lemma 3.8 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm and any
two neighboring nodes u and v.
1. Let a combine request q in σ(u, v) be initiated in a quiescent state Q. If u.granted [v] does not hold
in Q, then in execution of q, (i) a probe message is sent from v to u; (ii) a response message is sent
from u to v; (iii) u.granted [v] can be set to true while sending the response message from v to u.
Otherwise, if u.granted [v] holds, then in execution of q, no messages are exchanged between u and v.
2. Let a write request q in σ(u, v) be initiated in a quiescent state Q. If u.granted [v] does not hold in
Q, then in execution of q, no messages are exchanged between u and v. Otherwise, if u.granted [v]
holds in Q, then in execution of q, (i) an update message is sent from u to v; (ii) a release message
from v to u can be sent; (iii) On receiving the release message at u, u.granted [v] is set to false.
3. Let a write request q in σ(v, u) be initiated in a quiescent state Q. If u.granted [v] holds in Q, then
in execution of q, a release message can be sent from v to u, and on receiving the release message at
u, u.granted [v] is set to false.
4. In the execution of a combine request in σ(v, u), u.granted [v] is not affected.
Proof. Part (1) follows from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and 3.6. Part (2) follows from Lemma 3.5, Lemma
3.7, and the inspection of code. Part (3) follows from Lemma 3.7 and the inspection of code. Part (4) follows
from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and Lemma 3.6.

u.granted [v] in Q
false
false
false
false
true
true
true
true
true

Request q in σ(u, v)
R
R
W
N
R
W
W
N
N

u.granted [v] in Q′
false
true
false
false
true
false
true
false
true

Cost
2
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
0

Figure 2: For any two neighboring nodes u and v, possible changes in the value of u.granted [v] and costs
incurred by any lease-based algorithm in executing any request q from σ(u, v). Here, q is initiated in the
quiescent state Q and completed in the quiescent state Q′ . A release message sent during the execution of
a write request in σ(v, u) is associated with a noop (N) request.
Lemma 3.8 is summarized in Figure 2. A release message sent during the execution of a write request
in σ(v, u) is associated with a noop (N) request in this figure.
In a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by any lease-based algorithm A, for any ordered pair
of neighboring nodes u and v, we define CA (σ, u, v), as the number of the following kinds of messages
exchanged between u and v: (1) probe messages from v to u; (2) response messages from u to v; (3)
update messages from u to v; and (4) release messages from v to u.
Lemma 3.9 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm A. For
any two neighboring nodes u and v, the total number of messages exchanged between u and v in executing
σ is the sum of CA (σ, u, v) and CA (σ, v, u).
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Proof. Follows from the definitions of CA (σ, u, v) and CA (σ, v, u).



For any node u, let I(u) be I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u), where
• I1 (u): For the most recent write request q at u, u.val = q.arg.
• I2 (u): For any update or response message m from v to u, m.x = f (A), where A is the set of most
recent write requests at each of the nodes in subtree(v, u).
• I3 (u): For any quiescent state Q and any node v in u.tkn(), u.aval [v] = f (A(v)), where A(v) is the
set of the most recent write request at each of the nodes in subtree(v, u).
Lemma 3.10 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm. For any
node u, if I1 (u) and I3 (u) hold just before an update message m is sent from u to any node v in u.nbrs(),
then m.x = A, where A is the set of the most recent write requests at each of the nodes in subtree(u, v).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, for any node v in u.nbrs(), if u.granted [v] then, for all nodes w in u.nbrs() \ {v},
u.taken[w] holds.
For any node w in u.nbrs(), let A(w) be the set of the most recent write requests preceding q in σ at
each of the nodes in subtree(w, u). By I3 (u), if u.taken[w] then, u.aval [w] = f (A(w)).
By the inspection of code, for any node v in u.grntd (), an update message m is sent to v with m.x =
u.subval (v). Let {w1 , . . . , wk } be u.nbrs() \ {v} and B be the set of the most recent write requests at each
on the node in subtree(u, v).

m.x = subval (v)
= f (u.val , aval [w1 ], . . . , aval [wk ]
= f (q.arg, f (A(w1 )), . . . , f (A(wk )))
= f (B)

(1)

In the above equation, the second equality follows from the definition of function subval (). The third
equality follows from I1 (u) and I3 (u). The last equality follows from the fact that subtree(u, v) = {u} ∪
subtree(w1 , u) ∪ · · · ∪ subtree(wk , u).

Lemma 3.11 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by a lease-based algorithm. For any
node u, I(u) is an invariant.
Proof.
Initially, there are no write request at u and u.tkn() is empty. Hence, I(u) holds.
{I(u)}T1 {I(u)}. I1 (u), I2 (u), and I3 (u) are not affected.
{I(u)}T2 {I(u)}. Let the write request q is initiated in the quiescent state Q. In execution of T2 , I1 (u) is
only affected in Line 1. By the inspection of code, Line 1 preserves I1 (u). I3 (u) is not affected in execution
of T2 . If u.grntd () 6= ∅ in the quiescent state Q, then I2 (u) is affected in the procedure forwardupdates(),
invoked in Line 4. By Lemma 3.10, I2 (u) is preserved in Line 4.
Therefore, I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) is preserved in the execution of T2 .
{I(u)}T3 {I(u)}. By the inspection of code, I1 (u) and I3 (u) are not affected. I2 (u) is affected only
in the procedure sendresponse(), invoked in Line 6 to send a response message m to w. However, Line
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6 is executed only if u.nbrs() \ {u.tkn() ∪ {w}} is empty. By I3 (u), for any node v in u.nbrs(), if
u.taken[v], then u.aval [v] = f (A), where A is the set of the most recent write requests at each of the nodes
in subtree(v, u). As in the proof of Lemma 3.10, m.x = f (B), where B is the set of the most recent write
requests at each of the node in subtree(u, w).
{I(u)}T4 {I(u)}. I1 (u) is not affected in T4 . In T4 , I3 (u) is affected in Line 2 and I2 (u) is affected in
sendresponse() procedure, invoked in Line 11.
In the following, for any node w′ in u.nbrs(), let B(w′ ) be the set of the most recent write requests at
each of the node in subtree(w, u).
Since I2 (u) holds for the received response message, after execution of Line 2, u.aval [w] = f (B),
where B(w). Hence, I3 (u) holds in the execution of Line 2.
To argue that I2 (u) holds in Line 11, we show that just before the execution of Line 11, for each node
′
w in u.nbrs() \ {v}, u.aval [w′ ] = f (B(w′ )).
By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, a response message from w is received during the execution of a
combine request, say q. We can assume that q.node 6= u, since Line 11 is executed only if q.node 6= u.
From Lemma 3.3, u is q.node-parent of w and v is q.node-parent of u. Let q be initiated in the quiescent
state Q, and in quiescent state Q, let A be the set of nodes u.nbrs() \ {u.tkn() ∪ {v}}.
Again by Lemma 3.3, during execution of q, u sends a probe message to each of the node in A and
receives a response message from each of them. For each the received response message from w, as
argued above, after execution of Line 2, u.aval [w] = f (B(w)). By the inspection of code of T3 , while
sending probe messages, u sets u.snt[v] = A. By the inspection of code of T4 , on receiving a response
message from a node w, w is removed from u.snt[v]. Hence, Line 11 is executed only when u has received
response messages from all the nodes in A. Hence, just before execution of 11, for each of the node w′ in
A, u.aval [w′ ] = B(w′ ). By I2 , for each of the node w′ in u.tkn(), u.aval [w′ ] = B(w′ ). Hence, just before
the execution of Line 11, for each of the node w′ in u.nbrs \ {v}, u.aval [w′ ] = B(w′ ). Hence, as in the
proof of Lemma 3.10, for the response message m sent to v, m.x = f (C), where C is the set of the most
recent write requests at each of the node in subtree(u, v).
{I(u)}T5 {I(u)}. I1 (u) is not affected in the execution of T5 .
I3 (u) is affected only in Line 2. Let A be the set of the most recent write requests at each of the node in
subtree(w, u). By I2 (u), m.x = f (A). After Line 2 u.aval [w] = f (A). Hence, I3 (u) is preserved in Line
2.
If u.grntd () 6= ∅ in quiescent state Q, then I2 (u) is affected in the procedure forwardupdates(), invoked
in Line 7. By Lemma 3.10, I2 (u) is preserved in Line 7.
Therefore, I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) is preserved in the execution of T5 .
{I(u)}T6 {I(u)}. I1 (u), I2 (u), and I3 (u) are not affected. Hence, I(u) is preserved.

Lemma 3.12 Any lease-based aggregation algorithm is nice.


Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.11.

From Lemma 3.12 and the definition of a nice aggregation algorithm, we have that any lease-based
aggregation algorithm provides strict consistency in a sequential execution of any request sequence.

4 Competitive analysis results for sequential executions
We define RWW as an online lease-based aggregation algorithm that follows the policy decisions shown in
Figure 3 for setting or breaking a lease.
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procedure responsercvd(boolean flag, node w)
if flag ∧ (taken[w] = false) →
lt[w] := 2; fi
procedure updatercvd(node w)
if (grntd() \ {w} = ∅) ∧ lt[w] > 0 →
lt[w] := lt[w] − 1; fi
procedure releasepolicy(node v)
lt[v] := max (0, lt[v] − |uaw [v]|);
procedure releasercvd(node w)
lg[w] := false;
boolean breaklease(node w)
return(lt[w] = 0);

var lt : array[v1 . . . vk ] of int;
granted : array[v1 . . . vk ] of boolean;
procedure oncombine()
foreach v ∈ tkn() do
lt[v] := 2; od
procedure probercvd(node w)
foreach v ∈ tkn() \ {w} do
lt[v] := 2; od
boolean setlease(node w)
lg[w] := true;
return true;

Figure 3: Policy decisions for RWW

4.1

Informal Overview of RWW

Briefly, RWW works as follows. For any edge (u, v), RWW sets the lease from u to v during the execution
of a combine request in the subtree(v, u), and breaks the lease after two consecutive write requests at any
nodes in subtree(u, v).

4.2

Properties of RWW

For positive integers a and b, an online lease-based algorithm A is in the class of (a, b)-algorithms if, in a
sequential execution of any request sequence σ by A, for any edge (u, v), A satisfies the following condition:
(1) if u.granted [v] is false, then it is set to true after a consecutive combine requests in σ(u, v); and (2) if
u.granted [v] is true, then it is set to false after b consecutive write requests in σ(u, v).
Lemma 4.1 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by RWW and any two neighboring
nodes u and v. Then, during the execution of any request from σ(v, u), u.granted [v] is not affected.
Proof. First, consider the execution of any combine request in σ(v, u). By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4,
no update or release messages are sent. Further, no response message from u to v are sent. Hence,
u.granted [v] is not affected during the execution of any combine request in σ(v, u).
Second, consider the execution of any write request in σ(v, u). By Lemma 3.5, no probe or response
messages are sent. Further, no update message from u to v is sent. By the inspection of code of RWW, a
release message from v to u can sent during execution of a write request in σ(u, v). Hence, u.granted [v]
is not affected during the execution of any write request in σ(v, u).

Let I4 (u) be the following predicate. For any node v in u.nbrs(), if u.taken[v] does not hold then,
u.uaw [v] = ∅. Otherwise, if u.grntd () \ {v} = ∅ then, (u.lt[v] + |u.uaw [v]| = 2) ∧ u.lt[v] > 0; else
u.lt[v] = 2.
Lemma 4.2 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence by RWW. For any node u, I4 (u) is an
invariant.
Proof. Initially, for any node v in u.nbrs(), u.taken[v] does not hold and u.uaw [v] = ∅.
{I4 (u)}T1 {I4 (u)}. For any node v in u.tkn(), u.lt[v] is set to 2 in oncombine procedure and u.uaw [v]
is set to ∅ in Line 3. Hence, I4 (u) is preserved.
{I4 (u)}T2 {I4 (u)}. I4 (u) is not affected.
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{I4 (u)}T3 {I4 (u)}. For any node v in u.tkn() \ {w}, u.lt[v] is set to 2 in probercvd () procedure and
u.uaw [v] is set to ∅ in Line 3. Hence, I4 (u) is preserved.
{I4 (u)}T4 {I4 (u)}. By Lemma 3.3, a response message is received from w as a result of an earlier probe
message sent to w during execution of a combine request, say q. By Lemma 3.3 again, in the quiescent state
Q in which q is initiated, u.taken[w] does not hold. Hence, if I4 (u) holds before execution of T4 then,
u.uaw [w] is empty.
If flag is true then, u.lt[w] is set to 2 in responsercvd () procedure, and u.taken[w] is set to true in
Line 3. Since u.uaw [w] remains empty, I4 (u) holds after execution of T4 .
{I4 (u)}T5 {I4 (u)}. By Lemma 3.5 and 3.1, u receives an update message from w iff u.taken[w] holds.
If u.grntd ()\{w} = ∅ then, u.lt[w] is decremented by 1 in updatercvd () procedure. Otherwise, u.lt[w]
is not affected. In Line 3, |uaw [w]| is incremented by 1. Hence, if u.lt[w] remains greater than 0, then I4 (u)
is preserved.
If u.lt[w] is decremented to 0 then, a release message is sent to w in forwardrelease() procedure invoked
in Line 9. In forwardrelease() procedure, u.taken[w] is set to false, and u.uaw [w] is set to ∅. Hence, I4 (u)
is preserved.
{I4 (u)}T6 {I4 (u)}. Fix v to be an arbitrary node in u.nbrs() \ {w}.
By the inspection of code, if u.grntd () \ {v} =
6 ∅ then, u.lt[v] is not affected. Hence, I4 (u) is preserved
in execution of T6 .
Now we argue that, if u.grntd () \ {v} = ∅, then also I4 (u) is preserved.
First, we argue that |S| = 2. By the inspection of code, a release message from node w to u is
sent only in forwardrelease() procedure containing w.uaw [u]. Since any release message is sent only
if w.breaklease(u) returns true, w.lt[u] is 0 while sending release message. Since I4 (u) holds before
execution of T6 , |S| = 2.
Second, we argue that in onrelease() procedure, the number of tuples α in sntupdates with α.sntid
greater or equal to the smallest id in S is at most 2. From the inspection of code, (1) identifiers of all received
update messages at node w from u are added to w.uaw [u]; (2) identifiers of sent update messages from u
are always incremented; (3) an identifier is not removed from the middle in w.uaw [u], that is, identifiers
in w.uaw [u] are contiguous; and (4) on receiving an update message, identifier of the forwarded update
message to node w is added to sntupdates. Hence, S contains identifiers of last two update messages sent
to w from u, that is, S contains two highest identifiers of update messages sent to w. Since S may contain
identifiers corresponding to the update messages due to write requests at u, the number of tuples α in
sntupdates with α.sntid greater or equal to the smallest id in S is at most 2.
Third, because of above arguments, |A| is at most 2, where A is as defined in onrelease() procedure.
Fourth, we argue that |S ′ | is at most 2. Identifiers of the received update messages are in increasing
order. Before receiving the release message, u.granted [w] holds. On receiving an update message from
v, identifier of the received update message is added to u.uaw [v]. Since u.granted [w] holds, on receiving
an update with id , an update message is sent to w with nid , and a tuple {v, id , nid } is added sntupdates.
Hence, the size of the set of identifiers in u.uaw [v] (i.e., |S ′ |) with identifiers ≥ β.rcvid , where β is as
defined in onrelease() procedure, is at most 2.
Finally, we argue that |u.uaw [v]|+u.lt[v] = 2. Since before receiving the release message, u.granted [w]
and I4 (u) hold, u.lt[v] = 2 before the invocation of releasepolicy. In releasepolicy, u.lt[v] is set to
u.lt[v] − |u.uaw [v]|. Hence, after execution of releasepolicy, |u.uaw [v]| + u.lt[v] = 2.
If u.lt[v] becomes 0 then, in forwardrelease() procedure, u.tkn[v] is set false, u.uaw [v] is set to ∅, and
a release message is sent to v.
Hence, I4 (u) is preserved in execution of T6 .
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Lemma 4.3 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by RWW and any two neighboring
nodes u and v. (1) In the quiescent state after execution of any combine request in σ(u, v), u.granted [v]
holds. (2) In the quiescent state after execution of two consecutive write requests in σ(u, v), u.granted [v]
does not hold.
Proof. (1) Let the the combine request q is initiated in the quiescent state Q and completed in the quiescent
state Q′ .
For the sake of brevity, we call the following kinds of messages as type-A messages: (1) probe messages
from v to u; (2) response messages from u to v; (3) update messages from u to v; and (4) release messages
from v to u.
If u.granted [v] in Q, then no type-A messages are sent during the execution of q, and so u.granted [v]
holds in Q′ .
Otherwise, if u.granted [v] does not hold in Q, then by Lemma 3.3, during the execution of q, a probe
message is sent from v to u and a response message is sent from u to v. By inspection of code of
sendresponse, RWW’s function setlease is invoked. By inspection of code of RWW, setlease always
returns true, and so u.granted [v] is set to true. Hence, after execution of q, u.granted [v] holds.
(2) Let the two consecutive write requests are q1 and q2 , initiated in quiescent states Q and Q′ respectively. Let q2 is completed in the quiescent state Q′′ .
By Lemma 3.5, if u.granted [v] does not hold in Q, then during the execution of q1 , no type-A messages
are exchanged between u and v. Hence, u.granted [v] is not affected and remains false in Q′ and Q′′ .
Otherwise, if u.granted [v] in Q, then without loss of generality we can assume that the request preceding
q1 in σ(u, v) is a combine request q.
Since, by Lemma 4.1, any request in σ(v, u) does not affect u.granted [v], without loss of generality we
can also assume that there are no request in σ(v, u) such that the request lies between q1 and q2 in σ.
By part (1), in Q, there is a path from u to q.node (say w) in the lease graph G(Q). Further, in Q,
w.uaw [u-parent of w] is empty and w.lt[u-parent of w] is 0. By Lemma 3.5, w receives an update message
during the execution of q1 . By the inspection of code of T5 , w.taken[u-parent of w] holds in Q′ . Hence, by
Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.1, u.granted [v] holds in Q′ .
It is sufficient to show that during the execution of q2 , a release message is sent from v to u, falsifying
u.granted [v].
Let A be the set of reachable nodes in the lease graph G(Q′ ) from u following the edge (u, v).
Let id (q1 , w) be the id of the update message received at w during the execution of q1 .
First, we show that the following properties hold. Fix w to be an arbitrary node in A. (1) Node w receives
an update message during the execution of q1 . (2) In quiescent state Q′ , w.uaw [u-parent of w] contains
id (q1 , w). (3) In quiescent state Q′ , if w.grntd () \ {u-parent of w} is empty, |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| = 1
and w.lt[u-parent of w] = 1.
(1) By Lemma 3.5, no probe or response messages are sent during the execution of q1 . By the inspection
of code, an edge is added in the lease graph only while sending and receiving a response message. Hence,
if an edge is present in the lease graph G(Q′ ), then the edge is also present in the lease graph G(Q). Hence,
by Lemma 3.5, each node in A receives an update message during the execution of q1 .
(2) From (1) and Lemma 3.5, w receives an update message from u-parent of w. From the inspection
of code of T5 , id (q1 , w) is added to w.uaw [u-parent of w]. In quiescent Q′ , since the identifiers of update
messages sent from the u-parent of w to w are in increasing order and q1 is the latest write request, id (q1 , w)
is the highest identifier in w.uaw [u-parent of w]. Hence, w.uaw [u-parent of w] contains id (q1 , w).
(3) Without loss of generality assume that w.grntd () \ {u-parent of w} is empty. By (2), in quiescent
state Q′ , |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| > 0.
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By the inspection of code, w.lt[u-parent of w] > 0. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| ≤ 2.
By contradiction, we show that |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| =
6 2. Assume that |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| = 2
in Q′ . By Lemma 4.2 and the inspection of code of T5 and T6 , if w.grntd () \ {u-parent of w} is empty and
|w.uaw [u-parent of w]| = 2, then w.lt[u-parent of w] is 0 in Q′ . Hence, w must send a release message to
the u-parent of w and set w.taken[u-parent of w] to false during the execution of q1 . But w is in A, hence,
contradiction.
Therefore, |w.uaw [u-parent of w]| = 1, and by Lemma 4.2, (3) follows.
Second, We show the desired result by showing that every node w in A, including v, sends a release
message to u-parent of w containing {id (q1 , w), id (q2 , w)}.
We prove this claim by reverse induction on the length of the path from u to any node in A. Let the
maximum length of the path from u to any node in A be l .
Base case. Consider a node w in A such that the length of the path from u to w is l . By definition of A,
w.grntd () \ {u-parent of w} is empty. By Claim 2 and Claim 3, w.uaw [u-parent of w] = {id (q1 , w)} and
w.lt[u-parent of w] = 1.
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, w is reachable from q2 .node in the lease graph G(Q′ ). Hence, by
Lemma 3.5, during the execution of q2 , w receives an update message from the u-parent of w.
By inspection of code of T5 , updatercvd () function of RWW is invoked. In updatercvd (), w.lt[u-parent of w]
is set to 0. By inspection of code of T5 , forwardrelease() procedure is invoked. By inspection of code of
RWW, breaklease() returns true. Hence, w.granted [u-parent of w] is set to false and a release message
is sent to the u-parent of w containing {id (q1 , w), id (q2 , w)}.
Induction hypothesis. Let any node w in A with the length of the path from u to w is i, where i > 1,
sends a release message to the u-parent of w containing {id (q1 , w), id (q2 , w)}.
Induction step. Consider a node w in A such that the length of the path from u to w is i − 1. As argued
in the base case, during the execution of q2 , w receives an update message from the u-parent of w.
By property (2) and above arguments, w.uaw [u-parent of w] contains id (q1 , w) and id (q2 , w).
By induction hypothesis, for each node w′ in w.nbrs() such that w is u-parent of w′ , w receives a
release message from w′ .
By the inspection of the code of T6 , after receiving a release message from all the nodes w′ such
that w.granted [w′ ] in Q′ , w sets w.lt[u-parent of w] to 0, and sends a release message to u-parent of w
containing {id (q1 , w), id (q2 , w)}.
Therefore, during the execution of q2 , a release message is sent from v to u, falsifying u.granted [v]. 
Corollary 4.1 The algorithm RWW is a (1, 2)-algorithm.
Consider a sequential execution of an arbitrary request sequence σ by RWW. For any quiescent state
Q, and for any ordered pair of neighboring nodes (u, v), we define the configuration of RWW, denoted
FRWW (u, v), as follows: (1) if Q is the initial quiescent state, then FRWW (u, v) is 0; (2) if the last completed
request in σ(u, v) is a combine request, then FRWW (u, v) is 2; (3) if the last two completed requests
in σ(u, v) are a combine request followed by a write request, then FRWW (u, v) is 1; (4) if the last two
completed requests in σ(u, v) are write requests, then FRWW (u, v) is 0.
Lemma 4.4 Consider a sequential execution of any request sequence σ by RWW. For any quiescent state
Q, and for any ordered pair of neighboring nodes (u, v), FRWW (u, v) is greater than 0 if and only if
u.granted [v] holds.
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Figure 4: States and state transitions for any pair of nodes (u, v) in executing requests from σ ′ (u, v) (defined
in Lemma 4.6).



Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3.

Note that RWW is a deterministic algorithm. In execution of any request from σ(v, u), there are no
messages that contribute to CRWW (σ, u, v). We can prove the following lemma about RWW.
Lemma 4.5 In a sequential execution of any request sequence σ, for any two neighboring nodes u and v,
CRWW (σ, u, v) = CRWW (σ(u, v), u, v).


Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 4.1.

4.3

Competitive ratio of RWW

In this section we show that RWW is 52 -competitive against an optimal offline lease-based algorithm OPT
for the sequential aggregation problem. We also show that RWW is 5-competitive against a nice optimal
offline algorithm for the sequential aggregation problem. Further, we show that, for any (a, b)-algorithm A
operating on a sufficient long request sequence σ, CA (σ) is at least 25 times COPT (σ).
For any quiescent state Q and ordered pair of neighboring nodes (u, v), we define the configuration of
OPT FOPT (u, v) to be 1 if u.granted [v] holds; otherwise, 0.
Lemma 4.6 Consider a sequential execution of a request sequence σ by RWW and OPT. For any two
neighboring nodes u and v, CRWW (σ, u, v) is at most 25 times COPT (σ, u, v).
Proof. Once a request q in σ is initiated in a quiescent state, without loss of generality, we assume that
RWW executes q, and then OPT executes q.
For the sake of brevity, we call the following kinds of messages as type-A messages: (1) probe messages
from v to u; (2) response messages from u to v; (3) update messages from u to v; and (4) release messages
from v to u. The rest of the messages are called type-B messages. Recall that, CA (σ, u, v) is the number of
type-A messages exchanged between u and v in executing σ by a lease-based algorithm A.
We construct a new request sequence σ ′ (u, v) from σ(u, v) as follows: (1) insert a noop request in the
beginning and at the end of σ(u, v); and (2) insert a noop request between every pair of successive requests
in σ(u, v).
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Figure 5: LP formulation of the costs associated with state transitions.
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In the rest of the proof, first, for both RWW and OPT, we argue that we can charge each of the type-A
messages to a request in σ ′ (u, v). Then, to prove the lemma, we use potential function arguments to show
that CRWW (σ ′ (u, v), u, v) is at most 52 times COPT (σ ′ (u, v), u, v).
For RWW, from Lemma 4.5, we have, CRWW (σ, u, v) = CRWW (σ(u, v), u, v). For RWW, we do not
charge any message to a noop request in σ ′ (u, v). Hence, we have, CRWW (σ, u, v) = CRWW (σ ′ (u, v), u, v).
For OPT, from lemma 3.3, during the execution of a combine request in σ(v, u), no type-A messages
are sent. Also from Lemma 3.5 and part 3 of Lemma 3.8, during the execution of a write request in σ(v, u)
by OPT, only a release message from v to u can be sent. Consider a type-A release message m sent
during the execution of a write request q in σ(v, u) by OPT. On receiving m, u.granted [v] is falsified.
From Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.6, and part 3 and 4 of Lemma 3.8, u.granted [v] is not set to true
before executing another combine request in σ(u, v). Hence, at most one type-A release message can be
associated with a noop request. Thus, we can associate all type-A messages with a request in σ ′ (u, v).
Therefore, we can restrict our attention to messages sent in executing requests in σ ′ (u, v) in comparing
CRWW (σ, u, v) and COPT (σ, u, v).
For the ordered pair (u, v), in Figure 4 (see appendix), we show a state diagram depicting possible
changes in FRWW (u, v) and FOPT (u, v) in executing a request from σ ′ (u, v). In the state diagram, a state
labeled S(x, y) represent a state of the algorithms in which FOPT (u, v) is x and FRWW (u, v) is y. Observe
that the changes in FRWW (u, v) in executing a request is deterministic as specified by the algorithm in Figure
3. On the other hand, the changes in FOPT (u, v) in executing a request is not known in advance. Hence,
more than one possible changes in FOPT (u, v) in executing a request are depicted by non-deterministic
state transitions. Recall that the cost of processing a request in a particular configuration for any lease-based
algorithm is given in Figure 2.
We define a potential function Φ(x, y) as a mapping from a state S(x, y) to a positive real number. The
amortized cost of any transition is defined as the sum of the change in potential ∆(Φ) and the cost of RWW
in the transition. For any transition, we write that the amortized cost is at most c times the cost of OPT in the
transition, where c is a constant factor. We solve these inequalities by formulating a linear program with an
objective function to minimize c (see Figure 5). By solving the linear program, we get c = 52 , Φ(0, 0) = 0,
Φ(0, 1) = 2, Φ(0, 2) = 3, Φ(1, 0) = 25 , Φ(1, 1) = 2, and Φ(1, 2) = 12 .
Hence, for any state transition due to the execution of a request q from σ ′ (u, v), the amortized cost
is at most 25 times the cost of OPT in the execution of q. Recall that, in the initial quiescent state,
FRWW (u, v) and FOPT (u, v) are 0, and the potential for any state is non-negative. Therefore, in execution of σ ′ (u, v), the total cost of RWW is at most 52 times that of OPT. That is, CRWW (σ, u, v) is at most
5

2 times COPT (σ, u, v).
Theorem 1 Algorithm RWW is 25 -competitive with respect to any lease-based algorithm for the sequential
aggregation problem.
Proof. From lemma 4.6, in a sequential execution of a request sequence σ, for any two neighboring nodes
u and v, CRWW (σ, u, v) is at most 25 times COPT (σ, u, v). By symmetry, CRWW (σ, v, u) is at most 52 times
COPT (σ, v, u). By lemma 3.9, the total number of messages exchanged between u and v in execution of σ
by RWW is at most 52 times that of OPT. Summing over all the pairs of neighboring nodes, we get that
CRWW (σ) is at most 25 times COPT (σ). Hence, the theorem follows.

Theorem 2 Algorithm RWW is 5-competitive with respect to any nice algorithm for sequential aggregation
problem.
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Proof sketch. Let NOPT is the optimal nice algorithm for sequential aggregation problem.
Consider any pair of neighboring nodes (u, v). We compare the cost of RWW and NOPT in executing
request sequences σ(u, v) and σ(v, u) separately.
We define an epoch as follows. An epoch ends with a write to combine transition in σ(u, v), and a new
epoch starts at the same instant. By definition of a nice algorithm, NOPT provides strict consistency for
sequential execution problem. Hence, NOPT sends at least one message in the current epoch. By Lemma
4.3, the algorithm RWW incurs at most 5 messages in any epoch. Summing over all the epochs, we get
that the cost of RWW in executing σ(u, v) is at most 5 times that of NOPT. By symmetry, we also have
the cost of RWW in executing σ(v, u) is at most 5 times that of NOPT. By summing over all the pair of
neighboring nodes, the desired result follows.

Theorem 3 For any (a, b)-algorithm A operating on a sufficiently long request sequence σ, CA (σ) is at
least 25 times COPT (σ).
Proof sketch. We give an adversarial request generating argument to show the desired result. Consider
an example of a tree consisting of just two nodes u and v such that there is an edge between u and v. The
adversarial request generating algorithm ADV is as follows. For a given a and b, ADV generates a combine
requests at v and b write requests at u. Using potential function arguments, we can show that for a sufficient
long request sequence σ generated by ADV, the cost of any (a, b)-algorithm in executing σ is at least 25
times that of an offline algorithm, tailored to the request sequence σ.


5 Consistency results for concurrent executions
In this section we generalize the traditional definition of causal consistency [1] for the aggregation problem,
and show that any lease-based aggregation algorithm is causally consistent. As mentioned earlier, the key
difference between the setup in [1] and ours is in reading one value compared to aggregating values from all
the nodes.

5.1

Definitions

Request. For the convenience of the analysis of this section, we extend the definition of a request from
Section 2 as follows. A request q is a tuple (node, op, arg, retval , index ), where (1) node is the node
where the request is initiated; (2) op is the type of of the request, combine, gather , or write; (3) arg is the
argument of the request (if any); (4) retval is the return value of the request (if any); and (5) index is the
number of requests that are generated at q.node and completed before q is completed.
An aggregation algorithm executes write and combine requests as described in Section 2. To execute a
gather request, an aggregation algorithm returns a set A of pairs of the form (node, index ) such that (1) for
each node u in T , there is a tuple (u, i) in A, where i ≥ −1; (2) for any tuple (u, i) in A, if i ≥ 0, then there
is a write request q such that q.node = u and q.index = i; and (3) |A| is equal to the number of nodes in
T.
Miscellaneous. For the convenience of analysis of this section, we extend the definition of function
f from Section 2 as follows. In the extended definition, f can also take a set of pairs A of the form
(node, index ) as an argument, and f (A) = f (B), where B is a set of write requests such that for any
tuple (u, i) in A with i ≥ 0, there is a write request q in B with q.node = u and q.index = i.
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A combine-write sequence (set) is a sequence (set) of requests containing only combine and write
requests. A gather-write sequence (set) is a sequence (set) of requests containing only gather and write
requests. Let A be a set of requests. Then, pruned (A, u) is a subset of A such that, for any request q in A,
q is in pruned (A, u) if and only if q.op = write or q.node = u.
For any sequence of requests S and any request q in S, we define recentwrites(S, q) as a set of pairs
such that the size of recentwrites(S, q) is equal to the number of nodes in T , and for any node u in T : (1)
if q ′ is the most recent write request at u preceding q in S, then (u, q ′ .index ) is in recentwrites(S, q); (2) if
there is no write request at u preceding q in S, in which case, (u, −1) is in recentwrites(S, q).
Let A be a gather-write set, and S be a linear sequence of all the requests in A. Then, S is called a
serialization of A if and only if, for any gather request q in S, q.retval = recentwrites(S, q).
For any two request sequences σ and τ , σ − τ is defined to be the subsequence of σ containing all the
requests q in σ such that q is not present in τ . For any two request sequences σ and τ , σ.τ is defined to be σ
appended by τ .
Compatibility. Let q1 be a combine or write request and q2 be a gather or write request. Then, q1 and
q2 are compatible if and only if (1) q1 .op = write and q1 = q2 ; or (2) q1 .op = combine, q2 .op = gather ,
q1 .retval = f (q2 .retval ), and the node, arg, and index fields are equal for q1 and q2 . A combine-write
sequence σ and a gather-write sequence τ are compatible if and only if (1) σ and τ are of equal length; and
(2) for all indices i, σ(i) and τ (i) are compatible. Let A be a combine-write set and B be a gather-write set.
Then, A and B are compatible if and only if for any node u in T , there exists a linear sequence S of all the
requests in pruned (A, u), and a linear sequence S ′ of all the requests in pruned (B, u) such that S and S ′
are compatible.
Causal Consistency. We define causal ordering ( ) among any two requests q1 and q2 in a gather1
q2 if and only if (1) q1 .node = q2 .node and q1 .index <
write execution-history A as follows. First, q1
q2 .index ; or (2) q1 is a write request, q2 is a gather request, and q2 returns (q1 .node, q1 .index ) in q2 .retval .
i+1

i

1

Second, q1
q2 if and only if there exists a request q ′ such that q1
q′
q2 . Finally, q1
q2 if and
i
only if there exists an i such that q1
q2 .
The execution-history of an aggregation algorithm A is defined as the set of all requests executed by
A. A gather-write execution-history A is causally consistent if and only if, for any node u in T , there
exists a serialization S of pruned (A, u) such that S respects the causal ordering
among all the requests
in pruned (A, u). A combine-write execution-history A is causally consistent if and only if there exists a
gather-write execution-history B such that A and B are compatible and B is causally consistent.

5.2

Algorithm

In Figure 5.2, we present the mechanism for any lease-based aggregation algorithm with ghost actions (in
the curly braces). The ghost actions are presented for the convenience of analysis.
For any node u, u.log is a ghost variable of the mechanism. For any node u, u.wlog is a subsequence of
u.log containing all the write requests in u.log.
Initially, for any node u, u.val := 0, u.uaw := ∅, u.pndg := ∅, u.upcntr := 0, u.sntupdates := ∅. For
each node v in u.nbrs(), u.taken[v] := false, u.granted [v] := false, u.aval [v] := 0, u.snt[v] := ∅, and
u.log is empty.
Function request(gather ) generates and returns a gather request q as follows. q.node = u, q.op =
gather , q.arg = ∅, q.retval = recentwrites(u.log, q), and q.index is 1 plus the number of completed
requests at u. Function request(write, q) generates and returns a write request q ′ as follows. q ′ .node = u,
q ′ .op = write, q ′ .arg = q.arg, q ′ .retval = ∅, and q ′ .index is 1 plus the number of completed requests at u.
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node u
var taken : array[v1 . . . vk ] of boolean;
granted : array[v1 . . . vk ] of boolean;
aval : array[v1 . . . vk ] of real; val : real;
uaw : set {int}; pndg : set {node};
foreach v ∈ pndg, snt[v] : set {node};
upcntr : int; snt : set {node};
sntupdates : set {{node, int, int}};
begin
true → {combine}
oncombine(u);
foreach v ∈ tkn() do
uaw [v] := ∅; od
if u ∈
/ pndg →
if nbrs() \ tkn() = ∅ →
{append request(gather ) to log};
return gval();
 nbrs() \ tkn() 6= ∅ →
sendprobes(u);
snt[u] := nbrs() \ tkn(); fi fi
true → {write q}
val := q.arg; {append request(write, q) to log}
if grntd() 6= ∅ →
id := newid();
forwardupdates(u, id); fi
 rcv probe() from w →
probercvd(w);
foreach v ∈ tkn() \ {w} do
uaw [v] := ∅; od
if w ∈
/ pndg →
if nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} = ∅ →
sendresponse(w);
 nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} 6= ∅ →
sendprobes(w);
snt[w] := nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}}; fi fi
 rcv response(x, flag) from w →
{rcv response(wlogw , flag) from w} →
responsercvd(flag, w);
aval[w] := x; {log := log.(wlogw − log)};
taken[w] := flag;
foreach v ∈ pndg do
snt[v] := snt[v] \ {w};
if snt[v] = ∅ →
pndg := pndg \ {v};
if v = u →
{append request(gather ) to log};
return gval();
 v 6= u →
sendresponse(v); fi fi od
 rcv update(x, id) from w →
{rcv update(wlogw , id) from w } →
updatercvd(w);
aval[w] := x; {log := log.(wlogw − log)};
uaw [w] := uaw [w] ∪ id;
if grntd() \ {w} 6= ∅ →
nid = newid();
sntupdates := sntupdates ∪ {w, id, nid};
forwardupdates(w, nid);
 grntd() \ {w} = ∅ →
forwardrelease(); fi
 rcv release(S) from w →
releasercvd(w);
granted[w] := false;
onrelease(w, S);
end

procedure sendprobes(node w)
pndg := pndg ∪ {w};
foreach v ∈ nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ snt ∪ {w}} do
send probe() to v; od
procedure forwardupdates(node w, int id)
foreach v ∈ grntd() \ {w} do
send update(subval(v), id) to v;
{send update(wlog, id) to v}; od
procedure sendresponse(node w)
if (nbrs() \ {tkn() ∪ {w}} = ∅) →
granted[w] := setlease(w); fi
send response(subval(w), granted[w]) to w;
{send response(wlog, granted[w]) to w; }
boolean isgoodforrelease(node w)
return (grntd() \ {w} = ∅);
procedure onrelease(node w, set S)
Let id is the smallest id in S;
foreach v ∈ tkn() \ {w} do
Let A be the set of tuples α in sntupdates
such that α.node = v and α.sntid ≥ id;
Let β be a tuple in A
such that β.rcvid ≤ α.rcvid, for all α in A;
Let S ′ be the set of ids in uaw [v] with ids ≥ β.rcvid;
uaw [v] := S ′ ;
if isgoodforrelease(v) →
releasepolicy(v); fi od
forwardrelease();
procedure forwardrelease()
foreach v ∈ tkn() do
if isgoodforrelease(v) →
if taken[v] ∧ breaklease(v) →
taken[v] := false;
send release(uaw [v]) to v;
uaw [v] := ∅; fi fi od
int newid()
upcntr := upcntr + 1;
return upcntr ;
real gval()
x := val;
foreach v ∈ nbrs() do
x := f (x, aval[v]); od
return x;
real subval(node w)
x := val;
foreach v ∈ nbrs() \ {w} do
x := f (x, aval[v]); od
return x;
set nbrs()
return the set of neighboring nodes;
set tkn()
return {v | v ∈ nbrs() ∧ taken[v] = true};
set grntd()
return {v | v ∈ nbrs() ∧ granted[v] = true};

Figure 6: Mechanism for any lease-based algorithm 21
with ghost actions. For the node u, {v1 , . . . , vk } is the
set of neighboring nodes.

5.3

Analysis

For each node u in T , we construct a gather-write sequence u.gwlog from u.log as follows: (1) if u.log(i) is a
write request then u.gwlog(i) = u.log(i); (2) if u.log(i) is a combine q1 then, u.gwlog(i) is a gather q2 such
that q2 .node = q1 .node, q2 .op = gather , q2 .index = q1 .index , and q2 .retval = recentwrites(u.log, q1 ).
For each node u in T , we construct u.log ′ and u.gwlog ′ from u.log and u.gwlog as follows. First,
initialize u.log ′ to u.log, and u.gwlog ′ to u.gwlog. Then, for each node v in T except u repeat the following
steps: (1) u.log ′ = u.log ′ .(v.wlog − u.log ′ ); (2) u.gwlog ′ = u.gwlog ′ .(v.wlog − u.gwlog ′ ).
For any set of nodes A and a request sequence σ, recent(A, σ) returns a set of |A| pairs such that, for
any node u ∈ A: (1) if q ′ is the most recent write request at u in σ, then (u, q ′ .index ) is in recent(σ, q); (2)
if there is no write request at u in σ, then (u, −1) is in recent(S, q).
For a set of nodes A, a real value x, and a request sequence σ, we define corresponds(A, x, σ) to be
true if and only if x = f (recent(A, σ)).
For a set of nodes A and a request sequence σ, projectwrites(A, σ) returns the sub-sequence of σ
containing all the write requests at any node in A.
For request sequences σ and τ , prefix (σ, τ ) is defined to be true if and only if τ is a prefix of σ.
Remark: An empty sequence is considered prefix of any other request sequence.
Lemma 5.1 For any update or response message m from any node v to any neighboring node u, let S be
the v.wlog after m has been sent. Then, prefix (S, m.wlog) holds.
Proof. By the inspection of code (forwardupdates() and sendresponse()), m.wlog = v.wlog when m is
being sent. Since v.wlog grows only at the end, the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.2 For any two update or response messages m1 and m2 from a node v to any neighboring node
u such that m2 is sent after m1 , prefix (m2 .wlog, m1 .wlog) holds.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, m1 .wlog is a prefix of v.wlog after m1 has been sent. By the inspection of code
(forwardupdates() and sendresponse()), m2 .wlog = v.wlog when m2 is being sent. Hence, the lemma
follows.

Lemma 5.3 Just before the execution of T4 (T5 ) at u, on receiving a response message (an update message) m sent from v, let σ be projectwrites(A, m.wlog) and τ be projectwrites(A, u.log), where A =
subtree(v, u). Then, (1) prefix (σ, τ ) holds; (2) projectwrites(nodes(T ) \ A, m.wlog − u.log) is an empty
set.
Proof. (1) We prove by induction on the number of update or response messages from v to u.
Base case. Since v.granted [u] does not hold initially, the first message of our interest is a response
message m. Since u receives any write requests in A only from v, τ is empty. Hence, prefix (σ, τ ) holds.
Induction step. Since communication channels are FIFO, (n + 1)st update or response message m
reaches u after nth message m ′ . By induction hypothesis, just before receiving m ′ , projectwrites(A, u.log)
is prefix of projectwrites(A, m ′ .wlog). In line 2 of T4 (T5 ), u.log = u.log.(m ′ .wlog − u.log), that is, all
the write requests in m ′ .wlog not present in u.log are appended to u.log. Hence, projectwrites(A, u.log) =
projectwrites(A, m ′ .wlog) after execution of Line 2 of T4 (T5 ).
By Lemma 5.2, m ′ .wlog is a prefix of m.wlog. Hence, just before receiving m, projectwrites(A, u.log)
is a prefix of projectwrites(A, m.wlog).
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(2) Let B be nodes(T )\A. By Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and part (1), at any instant projectwrites(B, v.log)
is a prefix of projectwrites(B, u.log). By Lemma 5.1, m.wlog is a prefix of v.wlog after m has been sent.
Hence, just before receiving m, projectwrites(B, m.wlog) is a prefix of projectwrites(B, u.log). Therefore, projectwrites(B, m.wlog − u.log) is empty.

For any node u, let I(u) be I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u), where
• I1 (u): corresponds(A, u.gval (), u.log), where A is the set of all nodes in T .
• I2 (u): for any update or response message m from u to any node v in u.nbrs(), corresponds(A, m.x, m.wlog),
where A is the set of all nodes in subtree(u, v).
• I3 (u): for any node v in u.nbrs(), corresponds(A, u.aval [v], u.log), where A is the set of all nodes
in subtree(v, u).
Lemma 5.4 For any node u, if I1 (u) and I3 (u) hold just before an update or a response message m is sent
from u to a node v in u.nbrs(), then corresponds(A, m.x, m.wlog), where A = subtree(u, v).
Proof. Initially, u.val is 0 and u.log is empty. Hence, initially,
u.val

= f (recent({u}, u.log))

(2)

The only line of code that modifies u.val is Line 1 of T2 . This line preserves equation 2. Hence, equation
2 holds just before sending any update or response message.
In the following equation, let {v1 , . . . , vk } = u.nbrs() \ {v} and Si = subtree(vi , u)
m.x = u.subval (v)
= f (u.val , u.aval [v1 ], . . . , u.aval [vk ])
= f (f (recentwrites({u}, u.log)), f (recent(S1 , u.log)), . . . , f (recent(Sk , u.log)))
= f (recent({u} ∪ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk ), u.log)
= f (recent(A, u.log))
= f (recent(A, m.wlog))

(3)

In the above equation, the first equality follows from the algorithm. The second equality follows from
the definition of subval (v). The third equality follows from I3 and equation 2. The fourth and fifth equalities
follows from the fact that {u}, S1 , . . . , Sk are disjoint sets of nodes and their union is subtree(T, u, v). The
last equality follows from the fact that m.wlog = wlog and recent(A, log) = recent(A, wlog).
Hence, the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.5 For any node u, I(u) is an invariant.
Proof. Initially, for any node u, u.gval () is 0 and u.log is empty. Hence, I1 (u) holds. There are no update
or response messages. Hence, I2 (u) holds. For any node v in u.nbrs(), u.aval [v] is 0 and u.log is empty.
Hence, I3 (u) holds.
{I(u)}T1 {I(u)}. In the execution of T1 , for any node v in u.nbrs(), u.aval [v] and u.val remain unchanged. No update or response messages are generated in execution of T1 . No write request is added to
u.log. Hence, I1 (u), I2 (u), and I3 (u) are not affected in execution of T1 .
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{I(u)}T2 {I(u)}. In the execution of T2 , only part of the code affecting I1 (u) is the line 1. Note
that Line 1 does not affect I2 (u) and I3 (u). In the following equation, let {v1 , . . . , vk } = u.nbrs() and
Si = subtree(T, vi , u).
f (u.aval [v1 ], . . . , u.aval [vk ]) = f (f (recent(S1 , u.log)), . . . , f (recent(Sk , u.log)))
= f (recent(S1 , u.log) ∪ · · · ∪ recent(Sk , u.log))
= f (recent(S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk , u.log)
= f (recent(nodes(T ) \ {u}, u.log))

(4)

In the above equation, the first equality follows from I3 (u). The second equality follows from the fact
that S1 , . . . , Sk are disjoint sets of nodes.
Let q be the write request appended to u.log in Line 1. After Line 1, val is q.arg, and {q} is recent({u}, log).
Hence, after Line 1,

u.val

= f (recent({u}, u.log))

(5)

Therefore, after Line 1,
u.gval () = f (u.val , u.aval [v1 ], . . . , u.aval [vk ])
= f (u.val , f (u.aval [v1 ], . . . , u.aval [vk ]))
= f (f (recent({u}, u.log)), f (recent(nodes(T ) \ {u}, u.log))
= f (recent({u}, u.log) ∪ recent(nodes(T ) \ {u}, u.log))
= f (recent(nodes(T ), u.log))

(6)

In the above equation, the first equality follows from the definition of u.gval (). The second equality
follows from the associativity property of f . The third equality follows from the equations 4 and 5.
Hence, corresponds(nodes(T ), u.gval (), u.log) holds after line 1. That is, I1 (u) holds after Line 1.
Therefore, for each line of the code in T2 if I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) holds before the execution of the line then
I1 (u) holds after the execution of the line.
In the execution of T2 , the only part of the code affecting I2 (u) is the invocation of procedure forwardupdates()
in Line 4. By Lemma 5.4, I2 (u) holds after Line 4. Therefore, for each line of the code in T2 if I1 (u) ∧
I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) holds before the execution of the line then I2 (u) holds after the execution of the line.
In T2 , I3 (u) is not affected.
{I(u)}T3 {I(u)}. I1 (u) and I3 (u) are not affected in the execution of T3 . Only part of the code that
affects I2 (u) is the invocation of procedure sendresponse() in Line 6. By Lemma 5.4, I2 (node) holds after
line 6.
{I(u)}T4 {I(u)}. Only lines that affect I(u) are Line 2 and Line 12. Line 2 does not affect I2 (u), but
affects I1 (u) and I3 (u) since the line modifies u.aval [w] and u.log. First we show that I3 (u) is preserved
in Line 2, and so, I1 (u) is also preserved.
Let m be the response message received and A be subtree(w, u). By part (1) of Lemma 5.3, after
the execution of Line 2, u.aval [w] = m.x and recent(A, u.log) = recent(A, m.wlog). Hence, by I2 (u),
u.aval [w] = f (recent(A, u.log)).
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By part (2) of Lemma 5.3, for all v in u.nbrs() \ {w}, recent(B, u.log) is not affected, where B =
subtree(v, u), and so, corresponds(B, u.aval [v], u.log) remains unchanged. Hence, along with the arguments in the preceding paragraph, I3 (u) is preserved in Line 2, and so, preserved in the execution of T4 .
By part (2) of Lemma 5.3, recent({u}, u.log) is not affected. Therefore, I1 (u) is also preserved in Line
2, and so, preserved in the execution of T4 .
Line 12 only affects I2 (u). By Lemma 5.4, I2 (u) holds in Line 12.
Therefore, I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) is preserved in the execution of T4 .
{I(u)}T5 {I(u)}. Only lines that affect I(u) are Line 2 and Line 7. Line 2 does not affect I2 (u), but
affects I1 (u) and I3 (u). Line 7 affects only I2 (u).
By part (2) of Lemma 5.3, recent({u}, u.log) is not affected in Line 2. Therefore, I1 (u) is preserved in
Line 2, and so, preserved in the execution of T5 .
Let m be the update message received and A be subtree(w, u). By part (1) of Lemma 5.3, after the
execution of Line 2, u.aval [w] = m.x and recent(A, u.log) = recent(A, m.wlog). Hence, by I2 (u),
u.aval [w] = f (recent(A, u.log)).
By part (2) of Lemma 5.3, for all nodes v in u.nbrs() \ {w}, recent(B, u.log) is not affected, where
B = subtree(v, u), and so, corresponds(B, u.aval [v], u.log) remains unchanged. Hence, along with the
arguments in the preceding paragraph, I3 (u) is preserved in Line 2, and so, preserved in the execution of
T5 .
Line 7 affects only I2 (u). By Lemma 5.4, I2 (u) holds in Line 7.
Therefore, I1 (u) ∧ I2 (u) ∧ I3 (u) is preserved in the execution of T5 .
{I(u)}T6 {I(u)}. In the execution of T6 , I1 (u), I2 (u), and I3 (u) are not affected. Hence, I(u) is
preserved in the execution of T6 .

For a request sequence σ and a request q, index (σ, q) returns the index of q in σ if present, otherwise,
returns −1. For any request sequence σ, and requests q1 and q2 in σ, precedes(σ, q1 , q2 ) is defined to be
true if and only if index (σ, q1 ) < index (σ, q2 ).
Lemma 5.6 Let q1 and q2 be any gather or write requests such that q1 .node = q2 .node and q1 .index <
q2 .index . Then, q1 and q2 belong to q1 .node.gwlog, and precedes(q1 .node.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.
Proof. From given condition, q1 and q2 belong to q1 .node.log and precedes(q1 .node.log, q1 , q2 ). By the
construction of gwlog, the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.7 Let u and v be distinct nodes and let q1 and q2 be write requests in v.gwlog such that
q2 .node = v, precedes(v.gwlog, q1 , q2 ), and q2 belongs to u.gwlog. Then, q1 belongs to u.gwlog and
precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ).
Proof. By induction on the length of path from v to u, say l.
Base case. l = 1, that is, u and v are neighboring nodes. Let u receives q2 in an update or a
response message m, that is, q2 belongs to m.wlog and q2 does not belong to u.log just before receiving m. By the inspection of code, m.wlog = v.wlog. Hence, just before m is sent, q2 belongs to v.log.
Since precedes(v.log, q1 , q2 ), precedes(m.wlog, q1 , q2 ). If q1 is in u.log just before receiving m, then on
receiving m, q2 belongs to u.log, and so, precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds. Otherwise, on receiving m,
u.log = u.log.(u.log −m.wlogw ), and so, precedes(u.log, q1 , q2 ) holds. Hence, by construction of u.gwlog,
precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.
Induction hypothesis. For some i, such that l = i, q1 belongs to u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ).
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Induction step. Consider l = i + 1. Let w be the node such that w belongs to u.nbrs() and v belongs
to subtree(T, w, u). Let u receives q2 from w in an update or a response message m. By the inspection of
code, q2 belongs to w.log, and so, by construction of w.gwlog, q2 also belongs to w.gwlog. By induction
hypothesis and by construction of w.gwlog, q1 belongs to w.log and precedes(w.log, q1 , q2 ) holds when m
is sent. Since m.wlog = w.wlog when m is sent, q1 belongs to m.wlog and precedes(m.log, q1 , q2 ) holds.
As in the base case, regardless of whether q1 belongs to u.log just before receiving m, q1 belongs to u.log
and precedes(u.log, q1 , q2 ) on receiving m. Hence, by construction of u.gwlog, precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 )
holds.

Lemma 5.8 Let q1 and q2 be gather requests such that q1 .node 6= q2 .node, and for integer i > 1, q1
Then, there is a write request q ′ such that q ′ .node = q1 .node and for integer j, q1
i > j ≥ 1.

j

i−j
q′

1

i

q2 .

q2 , where
1

1

Proof. By contradiction. Assume that there is no such write request at q1 .node. Let q1
...
q′
1
1
...
q2 such that q ′′ is the first request in this chain that is not at q1 .node. That is, in this chain,
q ′′
1
q1 , . . . , q ′ are at q.node. We can find such a request (q ′′ ) since q2 .node 6= q1 .node. By causal ordering ( )
1 ′′
q if and only if q ′ is a write request and q ′′ is a gather request. Hence, the contradiction.
definition, q ′
Therefore, the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.9 For any node u and i = 1, 2, let qi be a request such that (qi .op = write) ∨ (qi .op =
gather ∧ qi .node = u). Further assume that q1
q2 and q2 belongs to u.gwlog. Then, q1 belongs to
u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.
i

q2 . We prove the lemma by
Proof. By definition, q1
q2 if and only if there exists i such that q1
induction on i.
1
1
q2 by rule (1) or by rule (2).
q2 . There are two cases q1
Base case: i = 1, that is, q1
1
q2 by rule (1), that is, q1 .node = q2 .node and q1 .index < q2 .index . There are two
First case, q1
cases, (a) u = q1 .node; (b) u 6= q1 .node. Case (a), that is, u = q1 .node. By lemma 5.6, q1 and q2 belong
to u.gwlog, and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds. Case (b), that is, u 6= q1 .node. Let v be q1 .node. By
lemma 5.6, precedes(v.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds. Since u 6= v, q1 and q2 are write requests. Since q2 belongs to
u.gwlog, by lemma 5.7, q1 is in u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.
1
q2 by rule (2), that is, q1 is a write request and q2 is a gather request such
Second case, q1
that q2 returns (q1 .node, q1 .index ) in q2 .retval . Since q2 returns (q1 .node, q1 .index ), q1 is in u.log and
precedes(u.log, q1 , q2 ) holds. By construction of u.gwlog, q1 is in u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 )
holds.
1
i
q2 . Consider the two cases, (1) (q ′ .op = write) ∨ (q ′ .op = gather ∧
q′
Induction step: q1
q ′ .node = u), and (2) (q ′ .op = gather ∧ q ′ .node 6= u).
Case (1), that is, (q ′ .op = write) ∨ (q ′ .op = gather ∧ q ′ .node = u). By induction hypothesis, q ′
belongs to u.gwlog, precedes(u.gwlog, q ′ , q2 ) holds. Also by induction hypothesis, q1 belongs to u.gwlog,
precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q ′ ) holds. Hence, q1 belongs to u.gwlog, and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.
1
q2
Case (2), that is, (q ′ .op = gather ∧ q ′ .node 6= u). Let q ′ .node be v. Since q ′ .op = gather , q ′
could only be by rule (1), that is, q2 .node = v and q ′ .index < q2 .index . Since v 6= u, q2 must be a write
request. By Lemma 5.6, precedes(v.gwlog, q ′ , q2 ) holds. Now consider the two possible cases for q1 , (a)
q1 .op = write, and (b) q1 .op = gather ∧ q1 .node = u. Case (a), that is, q1 .op = write. By induction
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hypothesis, q1 belongs to v.gwlog and precedes(v.gwlog, q1 , q ′ ) holds. From above, q1 and q2 belong to
v.gwlog and precedes(v.gwlog, q1 , q2 ). By lemma 5.7, q1 belongs to u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ).
i

q ′ , and q1 and
Case (b), that is, q1 .op = gather ∧ q1 .node = u. Since q1 .node 6= q ′ .node, q1
′
q are gather requests, i must be greater than 1. By Lemma 5.8, there is a write request q ′′ such that
j

i−j

q ′′ .node = u and q1
q ′′
q ′ , for some j, i > j ≥ 1. By induction hypothesis, q ′′ belongs to v.gwlog
and precedes(v.gwlog, q ′′ , q ′ ) holds. Hence, from above, precedes(v.gwlog, q ′′ , q2 ) holds. Since q ′′ and q2
are write requests, q2 .node = v, q2 belongs to u.gwlog, and precedes(v.gwlog, q ′′ , q2 ) holds, by Lemma
j

5.7, precedes(u.gwlog, q ′′ , q2 ) holds. From above, q ′′ belongs to u.gwlog and q1
q ′′ for some j ≥ 1.
Hence, by induction hypothesis, precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q ′′ ) holds. From above, it follows that, q1 belongs to
u.gwlog and precedes(u.gwlog, q1 , q2 ) holds.

Lemma 5.10 For any node u, u.gwlog ′ respects the causal ordering among requests in u.gwlog ′ .
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of iterations in the construction of u.gwlog ′ . For
the base case, by Lemma 5.9, u.gwlog respects the causal ordering among requests in u.gwlog. In each
iteration in the construction, the additional requests are added at the end of u.gwlog ′ . By Lemma 5.9 again,
this step preserves the causal ordering among requests in u.gwlog ′ .

Lemma 5.11 For any node u, u.log ′ and u.gwlog ′ are compatible.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of iterations in the construction of u.log ′ and
u.gwlog ′ . For the base case, by Lemma 5.5, u.log and u.gwlog are compatible. In each iteration of the
construction, by the base case and the induction hypothesis, additional requests appended to both the request
sequences are mutually compatible. Hence, u.log ′ and u.gwlog ′ are compatible.

Theorem 4 Let set A be the execution-history of any lease-based algorithm A. Then, A is causally consistent.
Proof. Consider any node u in T . By construction, u.gwlog ′ is a serialization of all the requests in u.gwlog ′ .
From this observation and Lemma 5.10, u.gwlog ′ is causally consistent. By construction, u.log ′ contains all
the requests in pruned (A, u). By Lemma 5.11, u.log ′ and u.gwlog ′ are compatible.
Hence, by definition, A is causally consistent.
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